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Abstract

As several innovative technologies for flexible electric devices are being realized, demand for in-situ strain monitoring for flexible

electric devices is being emphasized. Because flexible devices are commonly influenced by substrate strain, suitable strain sensors for

flexible devices are essential for the sophisticated maneuvering of flexible devices. In this study, a flexible strain sensor based on an Ag

electrode is prepared on a polyimide substrate using the LDW (laser direct writing) process. In this process, first, the Ag nanoparticles

are coated on the substrate and selectively sintered using a focused laser. Because of the advantages of the LDW process (such as being

mask-less, using low temperatures, and having non-vacuum characteristics), the entire fabrication process has been dramatically sim-

plified; as a final outcome, a highly reliable strain sensor has been fabricated. Using this strain sensor, various strain conditions that arise

from different bending radii can be detected by measuring real-time electrical signals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, a wide range of basic research into

flexible electric devices has been conducted in diverse areas

including suitable substrates for flexible devices and fabrication

processes compatible with the target substrate. Currently, by virtue

of the intensive progression of the last decade in both academia

and industry[1], very basic flexible devices such as flexible

OLEDs (organic light emitting diodes) are becoming

commercially available. However, even though several flexible

devices will soon be commercialized, the quality of the devices

and the range of applications remain at the rudimentary level. 

There are many reasons that flexible devices remain at the

elementary level. One reason is that flexible substrates, which are

usually made of polymers, are not compatible with standard

device fabrication processes such as high temperature deposition

and patterning processes using highly reactive chemicals. Because

these kinds of processes have been developed in the

semiconductor industry and are based on Si wafers, the majority

of fabrication processes are not compatible with polymer

substrates. Therefore, to expedite flexible device development,

unconventional fabrication approaches are required. 

Amongst several promising candidates, LDW[2, 3] is one of the

most suitable processes for flexible device fabrication. In the

LDW process, a thin metal precursor layer is simply prepared on

the flexible substrate using spin coating. Then, the layer is

selectively sintered using a laser. Furthermore, the unsintered

precursor remainders can be easily removed using normal organic

solvents. Thus, patterning and fabrication do not include any

costly processes demanding a vacuum, high temperatures, or toxic

chemicals. 

Because of these advantageous characteristics, which can be

summarized as non-vacuum, low temperature, and mask-less,

LDW can dramatically widen the process window and overcome

the restrictions on flexible device fabrication. 

Additionally, the demand for in-situ strain sensors is constantly

increasing. If the sensor is flexible, the scope of applications can

be greatly expanded. For example, we can utilize the sensor as a

user interface by attaching it to fingers or skin.[4] Then, the sensor

can convert motion into electrical signals to communicate with a

computer.

Furthermore, because flexible devices and their operational

characteristics are usually affected by the deformation and strain

of the substrate, by integrating the device and the strain sensor, we

can compensate for the effect of the strain and maneuver the

device more delicately. 
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In this study, we fabricated flexible strain sensors on polyimide

substrates using the LDW process under atmospheric conditions. A

thin layer of Ag nanoparticles was coated on the substrate using a

normal spin coating process and was selectively sintered using a

laser to make an Ag electrode several micrometers wide with a

resistance of several Ohms per centimeter. We observed that the

electrical resistivity of the electrode varies with the curvature of the

substrate. Using this phenomenon, we could obtain reliable electrical

signals corresponding to the deformation and strain of the substrate.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Preparation of the sensor

First, a 2 cm × 2 cm polyimide film was attached to the glass

substrate. Several droplets of ethanol were scattered on the glass

substrate, and the polyimide film was placed on the droplets.

Then, the substrate was placed in a clean circulation chamber until

the ethanol dried out and even adhesion between the polyimide

film and glass substrate had completed. 

After substrate preparation, Ag nanoparticles dispersed in

toluene were coated on the polyimide film using conventional

spin coating. 

Before the laser sintering process, the coated substrate was kept

in a clean circulation chamber for 5 min to vaporize the remaining

toluene.

Then, the substrate was selectively sintered using a 532-nm CW

(continuous wave) laser under various power and speed

conditions. After sintering, the polyimide film was gently

separated from the glass substrate using tweezers. Finally, to

remove the remaining unsintered Ag nanoparticle layer, the film

was dipped into toluene for 5 s and was placed in the clean

circulation chamber for over 5 min to vaporize the toluene. 

The electrical resistivity of various sintering conditions was

measured repeatedly so that the most stable sintering condition

could be determined. The resultant strain sensor was sintered

under the most stable condition. 

Using the most stable sintering condition, the strain sensor was

prepared on a 1.5 cm × 5.5 cm polyimide film. The sensor

consists of 25 parallel Ag electrodes of 1 cm in length. Each

electrode was drawn with 20 μm of spacing; therefore, the entire

width of the 25-electrodes pattern was 0.5 cm.

To achieve good contact, Ag paste was applied at the two ends

of the parallel electrodes and copper tape was connected for

further electrical measurements.

2.2 Characterization of the sensor

To characterize the strain sensor, a series of resistance

Fig. 1. Diagrams of the sensor fabrication process. a) Substrate prep-

aration b) Ag NP coating c) Laser sintering d) Cleaning and

separation from the glass substrate.

Fig. 2. Optical images for each step of fabrication. a) Substrate prep-

aration b) Ag NP coating c) Laser sintering d) Cleaning and

separation from the glass substrate.

Fig. 3. Curvature conditions, D = 3 cm, a) No strain (R = ) b)

Radius = 2.1 cm c) Radius = 3.0 cm d) Radius = 1.5 cm.
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measurements was conducted under different strain conditions. To

apply the various strains to the sensor, the curvature of the

substrate was changed, as depicted in Fig. 3 below.

Furthermore, to demonstrate a possible application of the strain

sensor, the sensor was attached to a finger and the time varying

resistance of the sensor was recorded in response to movement of

the finger.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Electrical property of the electrode under various 

sintering conditions

In the preceding studies, the main factors in the laser sintering

process were the sintering speed and the intensity of the laser.

Thus, by varying these two factors, Ag electrodes were fabricated

and their electrical resistance in normal conditions (without strain)

was measured. 

The graph in figure 4 indicates two important features of the

electrical resistance of the electrode and the sintering condition.

First, comparing the two power conditions, we found that the 50-

mW conditions had lower electrical resistances than those of the

30-mW conditions. Furthermore, the variances of the 50-mW

conditions were smaller than those of the 30-mW conditions. 

These correlations can be interpreted as being caused by the 30-

mW condition being insufficient to fully metalize the Ag

precursor. Under the insufficient power condition, imperfections

like the unsintered Ag particles will likely hinder electron

transport and make the current path unstable. 

Moreover, the low electrical resistances of slowly scanned

electrodes support this interpretation. Naturally, under the slow

scanning condition, a larger amount of energy would be delivered

than in the fast scanning condition.

Second, in the 50-mW conditions, we find that the local

minimum is near the second-lowest scanning speed. In contrast to

the case of the 30-mW conditions (in which the minimum is

obtained for the slowest scanning condition), the electrical

resistance of the 10-mm/s scanning is higher than that of the 20-

mm/s scanning condition. One of the possible explanations for

this resistance increase at the high laser intensity is thermal

damage to the underlying polymer substrate.

3.2 Characterization of the strain sensor

The strain sensor was fabricated at the 50-mW and 20-mm/s-

scanning-speed conditions, at which both the electrical resistance

and its variance are minimized. The minimized electrical resistance

and enhanced reproducibility in the resistance measurement indicate

that an electrode of high quality was made. Because the strain

sensor should endure repeated deformation, to prevent degradation,

the highest quality condition of the electrode was required. 

The electrical resistance of the sensor versus the bending radius

is shown in Fig. 5. A relatively large amount of change (~5%) in

the electrical resistance is observed at a small bending radius. In

the case of a larger bending radius, the change in electrical

resistance appears to be under 1%.

Because the change in electrical resistance shows

monotonically decreasing behavior, we confirmed that we can

utilize this phenomenon for sensing the strain or surface curvature

of the object.

Increasing the electrical resistance at a smaller bending radius

seems natural, because the nominal bending strain applied to the

Ag electrode is inversely proportional to the bending radius.[5]

The strain applied to such a thin metallic film can cause extremely

small cracks to form on the surface, which increases the overall

Fig. 4. Electrical resistance of Ag electrodes sintered under various

sintering conditions. Fig. 5. Electrical resistance vs. bending radius.
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resistance of the corresponding electrode.[6] 

3.3 Real time monitoring of finger movement

We can utilize the in-situ strain sensor in future user interfaces

that convert body movement into electrical signals. To

demonstrate this possibility, we attached the strain sensor to a

finger and recorded the real time resistance while change while

flexing and extending the finger.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we fabricated a flexible strain sensor using the LDW

process. Based on the various bending conditions, the strain sensor

demonstrated a monotonic electrical resistance transition. Using this

phenomenon, reliable in-situ strain monitoring was conducted. 

Because the LDW process is a non-vacuum, mask-less, and low

temperature process, the entire fabrication was dramatically

simplified. Moreover, this simplified fabrication process widened the

process window and enhanced the reliability of the fabricated sensor.

In an experiment varying the laser power and scanning speed

conditions of the LDW process, two important correlations

between sintering conditions and the properties of the sintered

electrodes were extracted. At low energy density conditions, the

unsintered nanoparticles hinder current transportation and make

the entire current path unstable. At the highest energy density

condition, it is suspected that the underlying substrate is thermally

damaged, yielding a poor electrical resistance. As a consequence,

the best sintering condition was found ensuring the lowest

electrical resistance and stable electrical properties. 

Using the optimum sintering condition, a strain sensor was

fabricated on the polyimide substrate and characterized under

different bending conditions. A monotonic increase in electrical

resistance with decreasing bending radius was observed. At the

most severely bent condition (R = 1.5 cm), a 5% increase in

electrical resistance was observed. 

In an additional experiment, utilizing the strain sensor, real time

motion signalizing was demonstrated for a user interface

application. Clear signals were obtained and the feasibility of the

user interface was confirmed. 
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Fig. 6. Real-time change of electrical resistance.
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